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Abstract. An incompressible encoding can probabilistically encode
some data m into a codeword c, which is not much larger. Anyone can
decode the codeword c to recover the original data m. However, the
codeword c cannot be efficiently compressed, even if the original data
m is given to the decompression procedure on the side. In other words,
c is an efficiently decodable representation of m, yet is computationally
incompressible even given m. An incompressible encoding is composable
if many encodings cannot be simultaneously compressed.

The recent work of Damg̊ard, Ganesh and Orlandi (CRYPTO ’19)
defined a variant of incompressible encodings as a building block for
“proofs of replicated storage”. They constructed incompressible encod-
ings in an ideal permutation model, but it was left open if they can
be constructed under standard assumptions, or even in the more basic
random-oracle model. In this work, we undertake the comprehensive
study of incompressible encodings as a primitive of independent interest
and give new constructions, negative results and applications:

– We construct incompressible encodings in the common random string
(CRS) model under either Decisional Composite Residuosity (DCR)
or Learning with Errors (LWE). However, the construction has sev-
eral drawbacks: (1) it is not composable, (2) it only achieves selective
security, and (3) the CRS is as long as the data m.

– We leverage the above construction to also get a scheme in the
random-oracle model, under the same assumptions, that avoids all of
the above drawbacks. Furthermore, it is significantly more efficient
than the prior ideal-model construction.

– We give black-box separations, showing that incompressible encod-
ings in the plain model cannot be proven secure under any stan-
dard hardness assumption, and incompressible encodings in the CRS
model must inherently suffer from all of the drawbacks above.

– We give a new application to “big-key cryptography in the bounded-
retrieval model”, where secret keys are made intentionally huge to
make them hard to exfiltrate. Using incompressible encodings, we
can get all the security benefits of a big key without wasting storage
space, by having the key to encode useful data.
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1 Introduction

The entire contents of Wikipedia can be downloaded as a compressed (gzip) file
that is several gigabytes in size. Can it be compressed further? This is an inter-
esting question, and there is much work on optimizing compression for various
types of data. But there is also an uninteresting answer – the Wikipedia contents
can be easily compressed via the link “www.wikipedia.org”, which allows any-
one on the Internet to recover the data! We consider the compression problem in
exactly the above scenario, where the data is readily available publicly. However,
our goal is to make such data incompressible. That is, we want to come up with
an incompressible encoding scheme that takes some such data (e.g., Wikipedia
content) and probabilistically represents it in a way that is guaranteed to be
incompressible, even when the decompression procedure is given the original
data on the side for free (e.g., can access Wikipedia over the Internet). We now
elaborate on what this primitive is and why it is useful.

Incompressible Encodings. An incompressible encoding scheme consists of a pair
of efficient and key-less encoding and decoding procedures (Enc,Dec), such that
c ← Enc(m) probabilistically encodes some data m into a codeword c that any-
body can efficiency decode to recover m = Dec(c). The size of the codeword c
should not be “much larger” than that of the underlying data m. Even though
the codeword c is an efficiently decodable representation of the data m, and
cannot contain much additional information since its size is not much larger,
we want c to be incompressible even given m. In particular, we consider the
following incompressibility security game:

1. An adversary chooses some arbitrary data m, which is encoded to get a
codeword c ← Enc(m).

2. The codeword c is given to an adversarial compression algorithm that outputs
some compressed value w.

3. The compressed value w along with underlying data m are given to an adver-
sarial decompressor, who wins if it outputs the codeword c.

We require that no efficient adversary can win the above game with better than
negligible probability, unless w is “almost as large” as the entire codeword.

Good vs. Trivial Encodings. The definition of incompressible encodings has two
parameters: for data m ∈ {0, 1}k, we let α(k) denote the codeword size, and β(k)
denote the incompressibility parameter, which bounds size of the value w output
by the compressor in the security game.

For a “good” incompressible encoding, we want the codeword size to be
essentially the same as the size of the underlying data α(k) = (1 + o(1))k and
we want the encoded data to be incompressible below the size of essentially the
entire data/codeword β(k) = (1 − o(1))k = (1 − o(1))α(k).1

1 Throughout the introduction, we will ignore additive polynomial terms in the secu-
rity parameter, which means that the above bounds only hold when the data size k
is sufficiently large.
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On the other hand, there is a “trivial” incompressible encoding, which just
appends some randomness r to the data and sets the codeword to c = (m, r).
Since r cannot be compressed, the encoding also cannot be compressed below
the length of r. This ensures that α(k) = k + |r| and β(k) = |r|. Therefore a
scheme with α(k) ≥ k + β(k) is “trivial” and we say that an incompressible
encoding is “non-trivial” if it beats this bound.

It is easy to see that non-trivial incompressible encodings cannot be con-
structed information theoretically. This is because, there are at most 2α(k)−k

possible codewords per message on average, and therefore also certainly for the
worst-case message m. A pair of inefficient compression/decompression proce-
dures can enumerate the list of all such codewords (e.g., in lexiographic order)
and compress/decompress any codeword in the list just by writing down its index
using β(k) = α(k) − k bits. Therefore, we will need to rely on computational
assumptions to construct non-trivial incompressible encodings.

Local Decoding. We will also want our incompressible encodings to be locally
decodable, so that any bit of the message can be recovered by only reading a few
bits of the codeword. While our constructions have this property, most of the
challenges are already present even without this requirement.

Composability. We say that an incompressible encoding scheme, with some
incompressibility parameter β, is composable if any n independently generated
encodings of various messages cannot be compressed below

∑
i∈[n] β(ki) bits,

where ki denotes the length of the i’th message. Moreover, the probability of
the adversarial compression algorithm outputting less than

∑
i∈I β(ki) bits and

the decompression procedure reconstructing all of the codewords ci : i ∈ I for
some set I ⊆ [n] should be negligible. As we will discuss later, we do not know
whether all incompressible encodings are inherently composable (we conjecture
otherwise) and therefore we define it as a separate security property of interest.

Keyed vs. Key-less Schemes. We mention that any semantically secure encryp-
tion scheme would give an incompressible encoding where the decoding proce-
dure needs a secret key. This is because the encryption of some arbitrary data
m is indistinguishable from an encryption of random data, which is inherently
incompressible even given m. The main difficulty of our problem is that we
require the encoding and decoding procedures to be public and key-less; any-
body should be able to decode the codeword to recover the data.

1.1 Prior and Concurrent Work

Proofs of Replicated Storage. The work of Damg̊ard, Ganesh and Orlandi [17]
studied a primitive called “Proofs of Replicated Storage”, which considers a set-
ting where we want to store some data m with a cloud storage provider, who
promises to store n replicated copies of the data at different locations (“repli-
cas”) to increase fault tolerance. We want to be able to check that the provider
is indeed storing n copies of the data. To solve this problem they defined a novel
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building block called a “replica encoding”, which corresponds to our notion of
an incompressible encodings that is also bounded self-composable; i.e., it is com-
posable when the same message is encoded n times for some a-priori bound n.
Using such encodings, they construct “proofs of replicated storage” by encod-
ing the data n separate times and having each replica store a different code-
word. This is combined with “Proof of Retreivability” [22,35,51], which are
used to periodically audit each replica and check that it is storing its code-
word. The cloud provider cannot meaningfully save on storage while maintaining
the ability to pass the audit with non-negligible probability. “Proofs of Repli-
cated Storage” also have applications to the Filecoin cryptocurrency [37,38],
where replicated storage of user data is a resource for mining coins; see [17] for
details. We note that some prior notions of “proofs of replicated storage” and
“incompressible/replica encodings” were also previously considered by [9,13,24]
in settings where the adversary is computationally more constrained than the
encoding/decoding procedures and does not have the ability to run these pro-
cedures; here we focus on the setting where the adversary can run in arbitrary
polynomial time.

Construction of Incompressible Encodings of [17]. In the above context, the work
of Damg̊ard, Ganesh and Orlandi [17] (building on an idea from an earlier work
of [52]) proposed a construction of incompressible (replica) encodings based on a
family of trapdoor permutations (TDPs) denoted by fpk and an ideal invertible
public random permutation P, P −1. To encode a message m, the encoder samples
a random TDP public key and trapdoor (pk, td) and outputs a codeword c =
(pk, (f−1

pk ◦ P )r(m)) by applying the function g(x) = f−1
pk (P (x)) iteratively for r

rounds starting with the message m, where r is some parameter. The codeword
is efficiently decodable by computing fpk in the forward direction and making
calls to P −1. While the above requires using a TDP whose domain is as large as
the entire file, it is also possible to apply the TDP on smaller blocks of the file
separately. Unfortunately, the construction has several big deficiencies:
– We discovered that the security proof in the published version of [17] is fun-

damentally flawed. In fact, we identified some heuristic counter-examples to
suggest that their scheme is unlikely to be secure in general with the number
of rounds r claimed. However, we conjectured (and it has since been confirmed
by a concurrent work, see below) that the scheme can be proved secure when
the number of rounds r is made very large: r = Ω(kn) where k is the file-size
(in bits), n is the number of compositions and λ is the security parameter.
Since each round takes Ω(k) time, this means that the scheme has complex-
ity Ω(k2n) and, in particular, runs in time quadratic in the file size, which
we envision to be large. Moreover, the scheme needs to perform essentially
that many public key operations (RSA exponentiations), which makes the
scheme highly impractical. Furthermore, the scheme only achieves bounded-
composability where the number of compositions n needs to be known ahead
of time and affects the complexity of the scheme.

– The construction works in the “ideal invertible random permutation” model.
Furthermore, the domain/range of the ideal permutation has to match that
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of the TDP. For example, if we use the RSA TDP, then the domain/range
of P needs to be Z

∗
N where N is the RSA modulus. It remained as an open

problem to give a construction in the standard model, or even in the random
oracle model, or even using an ideal permutations where the domain/range
is just {0, 1}s for some parameter s. (While it is possible to construct indif-
ferentiable [41] ideal permutations from a random oracle [16], they will not
have the required structured domain/range. Furthermore, the indifferentia-
bility framework is insufficient to guarantee security for multi-stage games
[49], which includes the security game for incompressible encodings.)

Concurrent Work of [26]. A concurrent and independent work of Garg, Lu and
Waters [26] independently discovered the flaw in the proof of [17]. They managed
to patch the result by providing a completely new (and highly involved) proof of
security for their scheme, when the number of rounds r is made sufficiently large
r = Ω(kn) as discussed above. They also managed to remove the reliance on
an “ideal invertible random permutation” with a structured domain and showed
how to instantiate the scheme using the random oracle model alone.

1.2 Our Results

Our work initiates the study of incompressible encodings as a primitive of inde-
pendent interest. We give new positive and negative results as well as a new
application of this primitive as follows.

Constructions in the CRS and RO Model. We give a new construction of incom-
pressible encodings in the common random string (CRS) model under either the
Decisional Composite Residuosity (DCR) or the Learning with Errors (LWE)
assumptions. Our construction relies on certain types of lossy trapdoor func-
tions (LTFs) [47] that are also permutations/surjective, and our constructions
of these may be of independent interest. The encodings have good parame-
ters with codeword size α(k) = (1 + o(1))k and incompressibility parameter
β(k) = (1 − o(1))k = (1 − o(1))α(k). Furhtermore, the encoding/decoding run-
time only scales linearly in the data-size. The scheme is also locally decodable.
However, it suffers from three drawbacks:
1. It is not composable if all the encodings use the same CRS (but is composable

if each encoding gets a fresh CRS).
2. It only achieves selective security, where the message being encoded cannot

be chosen adaptively depending on the CRS.
3. It has a long CRS, linear in the length of the data m.

We also leverage our construction in the CRS model to get a construction in
the random-oracle (RO) model under the same assumptions that avoids all of
the above drawbacks. Namely, it is fully composable without any a priori bound
on the number of compositions n, and achieves adaptive security, where the
adversary can choose the message after making random-oracle queries.

Our schemes represent a significant improvement over the construction and
analysis of [17,26] since:
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– We get the first constructions in the CRS model without relying on an ideal
object (ideal permutation or random oracle), albeit with the above-mentioned
drawbacks.

– Our schemes in both the CRS and RO models are significantly more efficient
and our encoding/decoding run time is O(k) rather than O(k2), where k is the
data size. Since we generally envision encoding large data where k is several
gigabytes or terabytes, the difference between linear and quadratic run-time
is highly significant. (We omit factors in the security parameter in the above
bounds).

– Our RO scheme is fully composable and we do not need to bound the number
of compositions n ahead of time nor does the efficiency of the scheme degrade
with n.

– We can plausibly achieve post-quantum security via our LWE-based construc-
tion whereas [17,26] seemed to inherently require trapdoor permutations for
which we have no good candidates with post-quantum security.

– Our proof of security is in many ways significantly simpler than that of [26].

Black-Box Separations. We give black-box separations, showing that non-trivial
incompressible encodings in the plain model cannot be proven secure via a black-
box reduction from any standard hardness assumption, including strong assump-
tions such as the existence of indistinguishability obfuscation. Moreover, we show
that similar black-box separations apply to good incompressible encodings in the
CRS model, unless they suffer from all 3 of the above drawbacks: they cannot
be fully composable with a single CRS, they cannot achieve adaptive security,
and the CRS needs to be essentially as long as the data m. This shows that our
results are in some sense optimal.

Application to Big-Key Crypto. We give a new application of incompressible
encodings to “big-key cryptography in the bounded-retrieval model” [2,3,8,12,
19,23, . . . ]. Big-key cryptosystems are designed with intentionally huge secret
keys in order to make them hard to exfiltrate. They guarantee security even if
the adversary can get large amounts of arbitrary “leakage” on the secret key.

Using incompressible encodings, we can get all the security benefits of a big
key without wasting storage space, by allowing the key to encode useful data.
We do not need to assume that the data has any entropy from the point of view
of the adversary; for example the user’s secret key could encode the contents of
Wikipedia, or the user’s movie collection, or other data that a user may want
to store offline but is also publicly available on the Internet and may be fully
known to the adversary.

In particular, we show how to construct public-key encryption in this model,
where the secret key is an incompressible encoding of the user’s arbitrary data.
Security is maintained even if the adversary can exfiltrate arbitrary information
about the secret key, as long as the size of such leakage is bounded by some
(1 − o(1)) fraction of the secret key size. The public key size, ciphertext size and
the encryption/decryption run time are all small and only poly-logarithmic in
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the data size. In particular, each decryption operation only accesses some small
subset of the secret key bits.

1.3 Our Techniques

We now delve into each of the results above and the relevant techniques in turn.

Incompressible Encodings in the CRS Model. We construct incompressible
encodings in the CRS model. In this model, the honest encoding/decoding algo-
rithms as well as the adversarial compression/decompression algorithms have
access to a public uniformly random string. Our construction relies on certain
types of lossy tradpor functions (LTFs) [47]. An LTF consists of a family of func-
tion fpk indexed by a public key pk. The public key can be sampled in one of
two indistinguishable modes: in injective mode the function fpk is injective and
we can sample pk along with a trapdoor td that allows us to efficiently invert it,
and in lossy mode the function fpk has a very small image, meaning that fpk(x)
reveals very little information about the input x.

As a starting point, to illustrate the main ideas, let’s assume that we have
an LTF family fpk : {0, 1}d → {0, 1}d where both the domain and range are
equal to {0, 1}d for some polynomial d. This means that fpk is a permutation over
{0, 1}d in injective mode. Let’s also assume that the LTF is highly lossy, meaning
that the output fpk(x) in lossy mode only reveals o(d) bits of information about
x. To encode some data m ∈ {0, 1}k we think of m = (m1, . . . , mk′) as consisting
of k′ = k/d blocks of length d each. We also rely on a common random string
crs = (u1, . . . , uk′) consisting of k′ random blocks of length d each. The encoding
procedure Enccrs(m) samples a random pk in injective mode, together with a
trapdoor td and sets the codeword to be c = (pk, f−1

pk (m1 ⊕ u1), . . . , f−1
pk (mk′ ⊕

uk′). The decoding procedure Deccrs(c) recovers m by applying fpk in the forward
direction and xor’ing out the ui components. Moreover, it’s easy to see that
individual locations of the data can be decoded locally. The codeword is of size
k + |pk| = (1 + o(1))k.

We prove incompressible security of the above scheme in the selective setting,
where the choice of the message m is worst-case but cannot depend on the
CRS. We first observe that the joint distribution of crs = (u1, . . . , uk′), c =
(pk, x1, . . . , xk′) sampled as above with ui ← {0, 1}d and xi = f−1

pk (mi ⊕ ui) is
identical to the distribution where we choose xi ← {0, 1}d uniformly at random
and set ui = fpk(xi) ⊕ mi. The latter distribution can be sampled without a
trapdoor. Therefore, we can indistinguishably switch pk to lossy mode. Now the
codeword c has (1 − o(1))k bits of true entropy even conditioned on crs and m,
since each of the values ui = fpk(xi) ⊕ mi reveals only o(d) bits of information
about each xi. Therefore, we can argue that in this case the codeword c is (even
information-theoretically) incompressible below (1 − o(1))k bits, even given crs
and m. But since this case is computationally indistinguishable from the real
distribution of crs, c, the same must hold computationally there as well.

To give some more intuition on the above idea, note that in reality the code-
word c has very little actual entropy given crs, m. This is inherent since we want
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to c to be almost the same size as m and it has to decode to m so there is no
space left to inject actual entropy. But in the security proof, we indistinguishably
move the information about the message m into the crs and allow the codeword
to have a high amount of real entropy even given crs, m while preserving the
condition that it decodes to m. Therefore, we can argue incompressibility.

Surjective Lossy Functions. There are many constructions of lossy trapdoor func-
tions (LTFs) in the literature (e.g.,) [6,25,36,47,55]. However, the vast majority
of them are not surjective and hence are unusable for our scheme where we need
to compute inverses f−1

pk (m1 ⊕ u1) on arbitrary values that we cannot force to
be in the image. Fortunately, the work of [25] gives a construction of a surjective
LTF (permutation) based on Paillier’s Decisional Composite Residuosity (DCR)
assumption [44] using the ideas behind the Damg̊ard-Jurik cryptosystem [18].
Furthermore, this LTF can be made highly lossy to ensure that the output only
reveals an o(1) fraction of the information in the input. There is still some sub-
tlety in that the domain and range of the LTF are not bit-strings {0, 1}d but
rather the group Z

∗
Ns+1 for some RSA modulus N and some parameter s. It

turns out that we can nevertheless use it in our construction with minor mod-
ifications, while maintaining a uniformly random CRS. This is because we can
use truly random bits in the CRS to obliviously sample random elements in the
group Z

∗
Ns+1 .

Since surjective LTFs are also trapdoor permutations (TDPs), all good can-
didates rely on assuming the hardness of factoring and it is a long-standing open
problem to get constructions from other assumptions, such as DDH or LWE.
However, we notice that we don’t need our functions to be injective. Instead we
define a relaxation of surjective LTFs that we call Surjective Lossy Functions
(SLFs). SLFs have two modes: a surjective (but not necessarily injective) mode
and a lossy mode. In surjective mode, the image of the function fpk is the entire
range while in lossy mode the image is much smaller. Furthermore, in surjec-
tive mode we require a trapdoor that allows us to sample a random preimage
of any value in the range. If the function is surjective but not injective, the
input-length must be larger than the output-length, and we will require that it
is at most (1 + o(1)) times larger to ensure that our encodings have small α.
We show that such SLFs suffice in our construction of incompressible encod-
ings. We then proceed to construct such SLFs under the learning with errors
(LWE) assumption [48]. Our starting point is the surjective trapdoor function
of [1,27,42] defined as fA(x) = Ax where A ∈ Z

n×m
q and x ∈ Z

m
q has “small”

entries. Unfortunately, in the best known instantiations [42], the input length
(in bits) is at least twice as large as the output length, while we only want
a (1 + o(1)) increase. We show a new technique to get around this. The high
level idea is somewhat similar to a recent work of [14], and we rely on “approx-
imate trapdoors” where, given y, we can sample x such that Ax is close but
not identical to y. We modify the function to fA(x) = 	Ax
p by applying some
rounding to the output to get rid of this difference. This allows us to optimize
the ratio of input-size to output-size and get an improvements over exact trap-
doors. To ensure a (1+o(1)) overhead, our instantiation of this idea is somewhat
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different and arguably simpler than that of [14]. Furthermore, we also show that
this function has a lossy mode where the output only reveals an o(1) fraction of
the information in the input, using the techniques of [4,29]. Overall, we believe
that this construction may be of independent interest.

Composability and HILL vs Yao Entropies. We cannot prove our construction of
incompressible encodings in the CRS model to be composable if the same CRS
is used to generate all the encodings. However, we show that it is composable if
each encoding is given a fresh CRS. But first, let us discuss why composability
is generally difficult.

One may be tempted to conjecture that all incompressible encodings are
inherently composable. For example, it seems intuitive that if the adversary
needs to store β(k) bits to compress one codeword, she would need 2β(k) bits
to compress two codewords of two length k messages (potentially the same mes-
sage). Surprisingly, this intuition does not naturally translate into a proof—how
would one design a reduction which leverages a compression algorithm that takes
two codewords and compressed them below 2β bits to compress a single codeword
below β bits? The situation is highly reminiscent of the “leakage amplification”
problem in leakage-resilient cryptography: if some cryptosystem is secure even
given β bits of leakage on its secret key, does that mean that two copies of the
cryptosystem cannot be simultaneously broken even given 2β bits of leakage on
the two keys? Surprisingly this is not the case and it was possible to construct
clever counter-examples showing that the above does not generically hold in
some cases [20,34,40]. We conjecture that counter-examples may also exist for
incompressible encodings, at least under strong enough assumptions, and leave
it as an open problem to come up with one.

Given that it is unknown (and perhaps unlikely) that all incompressible
encodings are composable, we leverage a special property of our construction
to show composability. In particular, the definition of incompressible encodings
essentially says that c has high “Yao incompressibility entropy” [7,33,54] even
given crs. However, for our construction, we showed that c even has a high HILL
entropy [32] given crs, since the distribution of (crs, c) is computationally indis-
tinguishable from one, where c has true (statistical) entropy given crs. Having
HILL entropy is a stronger property than having incompressibility entropy and
we leverage this to prove composition. In particular, while we do not know if the
“Yao incompressibility entropy” of independent samples adds up, we do know
that this is the case for HILL entropy: i.e., the HILL entropy of independent
samples (crsi, ci) for i ∈ [n] is the sum of the individual HILL entropies. This
property implies composability for our encodings.

Construction in the Random Oracle Model. Our CRS model construction needed
a long CRS, and a fresh CRS for each encoding if we wanted to argue compo-
sition. Furthermore, it only achieved selective security. We show how to resolve
all of these drawbacks in the random oracle model. In this model all honest
and adversarial algorithms have access to a truly random (fixed-length) function
RO : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ, where λ is the security parameter. The idea
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behind our construction is simple: the encoding procedure chooses fresh short
randomness r ← {0, 1}λ on each execution and then calls RO(r, 1),RO(r, 2), . . .
to expand it into an arbitrarily long crs as needed; it then uses the incompress-
ible encoding scheme in the CRS model with the above crs to encode the data
and appends r to the codeword. This essentially corresponds to using a fresh
CRS for each encoding. Note that, in the random oracle model, we allow the
adversary to choose the message adaptively after making random oracle queries.
However, we only need to rely on selective security in the CRS model since the
adversary cannot predict r ahead of time and hence the crs used in each encoding
is essentially freshly chosen after the adversary selects the message.

Black-Box Separations. We give black-box separations, showing that incompress-
ible encodings in the plain model cannot be proven secure under any standard
hardness assumption, and incompressible encodings in the CRS model must
inherently suffer from all of the drawbacks that ours has. Our black-box separa-
tions have a similar flavor to those of [53] and we first explain their framework
tailored to our setting.

They define the class of “single-stage game” assumptions, which are modeled
via a game between a (potentially inefficient) challenger and a single stateful
adversary; the assumption states that any polynomial-time adversary should
have at most a negligible advantage in winning the game. This captures essen-
tially all standard assumptions used in cryptography, from the hardness of fac-
toring to indistinguishability obfuscation (iO).2 We observe that the security
definition of incompressible encodings is not a single-stage game since it involves
two separate entities (the compressor and the decompressor) who cannot fully
share state or communicate with each other—the compressor is limited in the
number of bits it can pass to the decompressor. This makes it possible to separate
the security of incompressible encodings from all single-stage game assumptions.

The separation works by constructing a “simulatable attacker”. This is an
inefficient (exponential size) attacker A = (A.Compress, A.Expand) that breaks
incompressible-encoding security. However we also design an efficient simulator
A′, such that one cannot (statistically) distinguish between black-box access to
A versus A′. Unlike the attackers A, the simulator A′ is a single fully stateful
entity that can fully remember any inputs for invocations of A′.Compress and
use them to answer future invocations of A′.Expand. Therefore A′ is not a legal
attacker against the incompressible encoding. However, if some reduction can
break a single-stage game assumption given black-box access to the legal (but
inefficient) A then it would also be able to do so given access to the efficient
(but illegal) A′ which means that the assumption is false.

On a very high level, our adversary A uses “brute-force” to find the index
i of the codeword in the lexicographic ordering of all codewords that decode
to m and applies a random permutation on i to get the compressed value w.
The decompressor inverts the permutation on w to recover i and uses that to

2 This is a larger class than falsifiable assumptions [28,43], where the challenger is also
required to be efficient.
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recover the codeword. The efficient simulator A′ just chooses a fresh random
w to compress each codeword but keeps a table of codewords it has seen with
the corresponding w values it gave. To decompress given w, it just finds the
corresponding codeword in the table.

In the above, we need to argue that the brute-force approach always works
and that the number of codewords that decode to m is small so that the index
i does not require too many bits to transmit. This holds in the plain model,
when we choose the worst case message, or even in the CRS model when the
message m can be chosen randomly but after the CRS if fixed. However, it fails
in the selective-security setting in the CRS model – as it should, since we have
a construction! This is because A may be given a CRS for which there are too
many codewords that decode to the message m and hence it cannot write down
the index i. If A failed in these cases but succeeded otherwise, we could use it
to distinguish between such a CRS and a truly random one, which is something
that cannot be efficiently simulated and indeed allows for a security reduction
under standard assumptions.

Application to Big-Key Crypto. We give a new application of incompressible
encodings to “big-key cryptography in the bounded-retrieval model” [2,3,8,12,
19,23], where secret keys are intentionally huge to make them hard to exfiltrate.
In particular, these works envision cryptosystems where the keys are many giga-
bytes or terabytes in size. Even if an adversary hacks into the system storing
the secret key and manages to leak out large amounts of arbitrary data (but
sufficiently less than the key size), we want the security of the cryptosystem to
be maintained. For example, in the case of encryption, this should not enable the
adversary to break semantic security of any ciphertexts sent in the future (unfor-
tunately, the adversary can always perform decryption on past ciphertexts on
the compromised device and leak out some plaintext bits so we cannot guaran-
tee security of past ciphertexts). In such schemes, we want to maintain efficiency
of honest users even as the key grows, and therefore the cryptosystem cannot
even read the entire key to perform basic operations such as encryption and
decryption. Prior work focused on constructing various primitives in this setting
including symmetric-key encryption, public-key encryption and authenticated
key agreement.

One big disadvantage of big-key cryptography is that it forces honest users
to “waste” space by storing a huge random key of the cryptosystem. In this
work, we propose to get rid of this waste by converting useful data that the
user would store anyway into a cryptographic key. For example, the user can
take their local movie/music collection (or an offline copy of Wikipedia etc.) and
turn it into a cryptographic key for a “big-key” cryptosystem. We do not assume
that the underlying data has any entropy from the point of view of the attacker;
for example, the movie/music collection may be easily compressible into a very
short list of titles that are available for download on the Internet. In general, we
allow the attacker to choose the data in a worst-case fashion. This seems to make
such data unusable as a cryptographic key, since it may be completely known
to the adversary! However, this is where incompressible encodings come in.
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We ask the user to store an encoded version of the data and use the codeword
as the key. The user can still access the data since it can be efficiently (locally)
decoded. However, an adversary cannot easily exfiltrate the key by compressing
it, even if the underlying data is completely known.

Turning the above high-level idea into workable big-key cryptosystems
presents two challenges:

– We need to rely on big-key cryptosystems where the secret key can be an
arbitrary string, rather than cryptosystems that choose a carefully structured
secret key. This is especially a challenge for public-key encryption (PKE)
schemes, where keys tend to have a lot of structure.

– We need to rely on a big-key cryptosystem that is secure with leakage, as
long as the secret key is incompressible, even if it is not uniformly random. In
particular, any attack against the leakage resilience of the encryption scheme
should translate into a compression/decompression procedure on the secret
key.

We call such cryptosystems encoding-friendly, and it is easy to see that they
remain secure if we set their key to be an incompressible encoding of some
arbitrary data.

We construct an encoding-friendly big-key PKE in the bounded-retrieval
model, where the secret key can be arbitrarily large but the public key, cipher-
texts, and encryption/decryption complexity are all small, only poly-logarithmic
in the key size. Our work departs significantly from the prior construction of big-
key PKE in the bounded-retrieval model of [2], which was not encoding friendly
(the secret key in that scheme consisted of many “identity secret keys” in a
special identity-based encryption scheme and hence required a large amount of
structure). Instead, our construction relies on laconic oblivious transfer (LOT)
[15], which can in turn be constructed under a wide range of assumptions such as
CDH, LWE, and Factoring [11]. In an LOT scheme, one can take a long string
x ∈ {0, 1}k and hash it down into a short digest which acts as a public-key
pk = h(x). One can then encrypt some arbitrary data μ under the public key
pk with respect to a tuple (i, b) ∈ [k] × {0, 1} such that the resulting ciphertext
ct ← Encpk(μ, (i, b)) can be decrypted correctly using x if the i’th bit of x is
x[i] = b. On the other hand, if x[i] = 1 − b then the encryption is semantically
secure even given x.

In our construction of an encoding-friendly big-key PKE, we can take an
arbitrary (big) value x as the secret key and define the corresponding (short)
public key as pk = h(x). To encrypt a message μ, we apply a secret sharing
to derive random shares μ1, . . . , μλ that sum up to μ, where λ is the secu-
rity parameter. We then choose λ random indices i1, . . . , iλ and create 2λ LOT
ciphertexts ctj,0 ← Encpk(μj , (ij , 0)) and ctj,1 ← Encpk(μj , (ij , 1)) where ctj,0
can be decrypted if x[ij ] = 0 and ctj,1 can be decrypted if x[ij ] = 1 respectively.
We send all the ciphertexts along with the indices ij . The decryption algorithms
runs the LOT decryption on the ciphertexts ctj,x[ij ] using the secret key x.

To prove security, we argue that we can extract (almost all of) x from any suc-
cessful distinguisher given the leakage. We do this by choosing random ciphertexts
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and for each j testing if the distinguisher’s advantage goes down noticeably when
we replace the component ctj,0 by an encryption of random junk: if it does then
we learn x[ij ] = 0 (since otherwise he could not notice this change) and otherwise
we know x[ij ] = 1 (since if his advantage remains high, he must be decrypting
ctj,1). By doing this for sufficiently many random ciphertexts we can recover a
(1 − o(1)) fraction of the bits of x. This gives us a way to compresss x, by writing
down the leakage together with a few additional bits that we can’t recover from
the distinguisher, and decompress it by running the distinguisher.

Organization. Due to lack of space, our black-box separation results, the appli-
cation to big-key cryptography, and some proofs are deferred to the full version.

2 Preliminaries

Throughout, we let λ denote the security parameter. By default, all our state-
ments hold in the non-uniform model of computation and we define PPT algo-
rithms as circuits of size polynomial in their input and the security parameter.
For n ∈ Z we let [n] denote the set [n] = {1, . . . , n}. When X is a distribution, or
a random variable following this distribution, we let x ← X denote the process
of sampling x according to the distribution X. If X is a set, we let x ← X denote
sampling x uniformly at random from X .

Let X, Y be random variables, potentially parameterized by the secu-
rity parameter. We define their statistical difference as SD(X, Y ) = 1

2
∑

u

|Pr[X = u] − Pr[Y = u]| . We write X
s≈ Y if the statistical distance is negligible

in the security parameter. We write X
c≈ Y if they are computationally indis-

tinguishable: for all PPT distinguishers D we have | Pr[D(X) = 1]− Pr[D(Y ) =
1]| ≤ negl(λ).

The min-entropy of a random variable X is H∞(X) = − log(maxx Pr[X =
x]). Following Dodis et al. [21], we define the (average) conditional min-
entropy of X given Y as: H∞(X|Y ) = − log

(
Ey←Y

[
2−H∞(X|Y =y)]) . Note that

H∞(X|Y ) = k iff the optimal strategy for guessing X given Y succeeds with
probability 2−k.

Lemma 1. For any random variables X, Y where Y is supported over a set of
size T we have H∞(X|Y ) ≤ H∞(X) − log T .

3 Defining Incompressible Encodings

We begin by giving a definition of incompressible encodings. Our first definition
does not require composability and can be thought of as a simplified version of
the replica encoding definition of [17].

Definition 1. An (α, β)-incompressible encoding scheme consists of PPT algo-
rithms (Enc,Dec). We require the following properties:

Correctness: There is some negligible μ such that for all λ ∈ N and all m ∈
{0, 1}∗ we have Pr[Dec(Enc(1λ, m)) = m] = 1 − μ(λ).
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α-Expansion: For all λ, k ∈ N and all m ∈ {0, 1}k we have Pr[|Enc(1λ, m)| ≤
α(λ, k)] = 1.

β-Incompressibility: Consider the following “compression experiment”
CompExpA(1λ) with an adversary A = (A.Select, A.Compress, A.Expand):

– (m, aux) ← A.Select(1λ).
– c ← Enc(1λ, m).
– w ← A.Compress(aux, c).
– c′ ← A.Expand(aux, w).
– Output 1 if c = c′ and |w| ≤ β(λ, |m|).

We require that for all PPT A we have Pr[CompExpA(1λ) = 1] = negl(λ).
We also refer to a “good” incompressible encoding, without specifying param-

eters (α, β) to refer to an (α, β)-incompressible encoding where α(λ, k) = k(1 +
o(1))+poly(λ) and β(λ, k) = k(1−o(1))−poly(λ) = α(λ, k)(1−o(1))−poly(λ).

Composability. We also define a stronger notion of composable incompressible
encodings. This can be thought of as a generalization of the replica encoding
definition of [17], which only required “self-composition” when the same message
was encoded many times.
Definition 2. An (α, β)-incompressible encoding is composable if the following
holds. Consider the following “composable compression experiment” CCExpA(1λ)
with an adversary A = (A.Select, A.Compress, A.Expand):
– ({mi}n

i=1, aux) ← A.Select(1λ).
– For i = 1 . . . , n: ci ← Enc(1λ, mi).
– w ← A.Compress(aux, {ci}n

i=1).
– {c′

i}n
i=1 ← A.Expand(aux, w).

– Let I = {i : c′
i = ci}. Output 1 if I = ∅ and |w| ≤ ∑

i∈I β(λ, |mi|).
We require that for all PPT A we have Pr[CCExpA(1λ) = 1] = negl(λ).

CRS Model. We can generalize the above definitions to the common random
string (CRS) model, where the encoding/decoding algorithms as well as the
adversary A are given a random string crs ← {0, 1}t(λ,k) as an input. The length
t(λ, k) of the crs may depend on the message length k. In the CRS model,
we distinguish between selective security and adaptive security. For selective
security, the crs is not given to A.Select but is given to A.Compress, A.Expand,
meaning that the adversary’s choice of the data m cannot depend on the crs.
For adaptive security, A.Select is also given the crs, and therefore the choice
of m can depend on the crs. We say a scheme is selectively (resp. adaptively)
β-incompressible in the CRS model.

Random Oracle Model. We can also generalize the above definitions to the
random-oracle model, where the encoding/decoding algorithms as well as the
adversarial algorithms A.Select, A.Compress, A.Expand are given oracle access
to a truly random function RO : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ. Note that, in
the random oracle model, we automatically require adaptive security, where the
adversary’s choice of the message m can adaptively depend on its random-oracle
queries.
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Locally Decodable. An incompressible encoding scheme (Enc,Dec) is locally
decodable if there is some additional local decoding procedure that can recover
any bit of the encoded message in time that is only poly-logarithmic in
the message length k. In particular, we require that there is an algorithm
LocalDecc(1λ, k, i) that gets RAM access to the input c and runs in time
poly(λ, log k) such that the following holds. There is a negligible μ such that
for any λ, k ∈ N, any m = (m1, . . . , mk) ∈ {0, 1}k and any i ∈ [k] we have
Pr[LocalDecc(1λ, k, i) = mi : c ← Enc(1λ, m)] = 1 − μ(λ).

Note on (Im)Perfect Correctness. While it will be convenient to allow imperfect
correctness (with negligible failure probability) in our definition, we note that
we can take any scheme with imperfect correctness and convert it into one with
perfect correctness at a slight loss of security. The idea is to modify the encoding
algorithm to also tests whether decoding succeeds: if so it outputs the codeword
with a 0 appended to it and otherwise it outputs the message in the clear with a
1 appended to it. The decoding checks the appended bit and either applies the
original decoding if it is a 0 or just outputs the rest of the codeword if the bit
is a 1. If correctness of the original scheme holds with overwhelming probability
than the above transformation cannot harm security.

Note on Message Selection. In the above, we allow an adversary A.Select to
choose the message m along with some auxiliary information aux (which can
without loss of generality include the message m). For non-uniform adversaries,
we can assume that A.Select is deterministic (by hard-coding the worst-case
choice of its random coins). For incompressibility in the plain model or with
selective security in the CRS model, this means that we can get rid of A.Select
from the definition and simply quantify over all worst-case choices of the mes-
sage m and think of the corresponding aux as being hard-coded in the algo-
rithms A.Compress, A.Expand. However, for adaptive security in the CRS model
or security in the random oracle model, we must allow m to be chosen adaptively
depending on the CRS or the random oracle queries.

4 HILL-Entropic Encodings and Composition

HILL-Entropic Encodings. We can think of the definition of incompressible
encodings as roughly requiring that c has high “Yao incompressibility entropy”
[7,33,54]. In other words, one cannot efficiently compress c below β bits. We
could have defined a stronger variant of “HILL-Entropic Encodings” that would
require c to have high HILL entropy [32]. In other words, for any fixed message
m, if we consider the random variable C denoting the output of Enc(1λ, m) then
it is computationally indistinguishable from some C ′ such that the conditional
min-entropy H∞(C ′) ≥ β.

Impossibility in the Plain Model. Unfortunately, the notion of “HILL-Entropic
Encodings” is simply unachievable in the plain model for any non-trivial β ≥
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α − k. In particular, consider the message m∗ = argminm|Cm| that minimizes
the size of the set Cm = {c : Dec(c) = m} of codewords that decode to m.
Since

∑
m |Cm| ≤ 2α we know that |Cm∗ | ≤ 2α−k. Consider a PPT distinguisher

D that gets m∗ as non-uniform advice such that D(c) = 1 if Dec(c) = m∗. Then
Pr[D(C) = 1] = 1 for C ≡ Enc(1λ, m∗) but for any random variable C ′ such
that H∞(C ′) ≥ α − k + 1 we have

Pr[D(C ′) = 1] = Pr[C ′ ∈ Cm∗ ] =
∑

c∈Cm∗

Pr[C ′ = c] ≤ 2α−k2−(α−k+1) ≤ 1
2 .

HILL-Entropic Encodings in the CRS Model. On the other, the above impossi-
bility fails in the CRS model and we will construct (selectively-secure) “HILL-
Entropic Encodings” in the CRS model. We define these precisely as follows.

Definition 3 (HILL-Entropic Encoding). An (α, β)-HILL-Entropic encod-
ing scheme with selective security in the CRS model consists of PPT algorithms
(Enc,Dec) with the same syntax, correctness, and expansion requirements as
incompressible encodings. We also require that there is a (potentially inefficient)
algorithm SimEnc. For any polynomial k = k(λ) and any ensemble of messages
m = {mλ} of length |mλ| = k(λ), consider the following “real” experiment:

– crs ← {0, 1}t(λ,k)

– c ← Enccrs(1λ, mλ)

and let CRS, C denote the random variables for the corresponding values in the
“real” experiment. Also consider the following “simulated” experiment:

– (crs′, c′) ← SimEnc(1λ, mλ)

and let CRS′, C ′ denote the random variables for the corresponding values
in the “simulated” experiment. We require that (CRS, C) c≈ (CRS′, C ′) and
H∞(C ′ | CRS′) ≥ β(λ, k).

Theorem 1. Any (α, β)-HILL-Entropic encoding with selective security in the
CRS model is also a (α, β′)-incompressible encoding scheme with selective secu-
rity in the CRS model, where β′ = β − λ.

For lack of space, we defer the proof of the above theorem to the full version.

Composable Encodings in the RO Model. We now show how to convert any
selectively HILL-entropic encoding in the CRS model into a composable incom-
pressible encoding scheme in the random oracle model. We rely on a “fixed
length” random oracle RO : {0, 1}λ × {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}λ. Note that, although
we start with a selectively secure scheme in the CRS model where the adversary
must choose the message before seeing the CRS, our resulting scheme in the
random-oracle model allows the adversary to choose the message after making
random-oracle queries.

Our construction proceeds as follows. Assume (Enc′,Dec′) is an encoding in
the CRS model with a CRS of length t(λ, k). We define:
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– EncRO(1λ, m) : Choose r ← {0, 1}λ. Compute crs = (RO(r, 1), . . . ,RO(r, t′)) ∈
{0, 1}t(λ,|m|) where t′ = t(λ, k)/λ. Let ĉ ← Enc′

crs(1λ, m). Output c = (r, ĉ).
– DecRO(c = (r, ĉ)): Compute crs = (RO(r, 1), . . . ,RO(r, t′)) ∈ {0, 1}t(λ,|m|)

where t′ = t(λ, k)/λ. Output Dec′
crs(ĉ).

Theorem 2. If (Enc′,Dec′) is an (α′, β′)-HILL-entropy encoding with selective
security in the CRS model, then (Enc,Dec) is a composable (α, β)-incompressible
encoding in the Random Oracle model where α = α′ + λ and β = β′ − λ.

For lack of space, we defer the proof of the above theorem to the full version.

Composability in the Multi-CRS Model. We observe that the above result in
the RO model also implies that our CRS model construction is composable in
a setting where each encoding is performed with a fresh CRS. In particular, if
there were an attack against composable security in the latter setting, it would
immediately translate into an attack on the composable security of the former
setting.

5 Surjective Lossy Trapdoor Functions

We now introduce our main building block, which we call surjective lossy func-
tions (SLFs). This can be thought of as a relaxation of lossy trapdoor functions
[47] that are also permutations. In particular, while we insist on the functions
being surjective, we relax the requirement that they are injective. Instead, we
require a surjective mode and a lossy mode. In surjective mode, we also have
an inversion trapdoor. There is some domain distribution D such that, when we
sample a random value in the range and invert it using the trapdoor, we get
(statistically close to) a random sample from D. In lossy mode, there is some
small set of size ≤ 2� such that the output of the function almost always ends
up in that set - we call � the leakage and want to make it as small as possible.

Definition 4. A family of �-surjective lossy trapdoor functions (�-SLFs) con-
sists of a polynomial-time computable family of functions fpk : Dpk → Rpk
along with the following PPT algorithms:

– pk ← LossyGen(1λ): generates a public-key in lossy mode.
– (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ): generates a public-key in surjective mode, along with

a trapdoor.
– x ← D(pk): samples a value x ∈ Dpk.
– x ← Invtd(y): samples a pre-image x of ∈ Rpk.

We require the following properties.

Surjective Mode: The following distributions over (pk, x, y) are statistically
indistinguishable:

– Sample (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ), x ← D(pk), y = fpk(x) and output
(pk, x, y)
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– Sample (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ), y ← Rpk, x ← Invtd(y) and output
(pk, x, y).

The above implies that, in particular, we invert correctly:

Pr[fpk(Invtd(y)) = y : (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ), y ← Rpk] ≥ 1 − negl(λ).

Lossy Mode: For any pk in the support of LossyGen(1λ) there exists a set Lpk
of size |Lpk| ≤ 2�(λ) such that Pr[fpk(x) ∈ Lpk : pk ← LossyGen(1λ), x ←
D(pk)] = 1 − negl(λ).

Indistinguishability: The following distributions are computationally indistin-
guishable:

{pk : pk ← LossyGen(1λ)} c≈ {pk : (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ)}.

The above definition captures the main properties of an SLF. However, in the
application, we also need some additional properties on the domain, range and
the domain distribution. All of the properties would be satisfied ideally if we had
a permutation where the domain and range were just Dpk = Rpk = {0, 1}d(λ)

and the domain distribution D(pk) was just uniform. However, we will need to
be more flexible subject to satisfying the following properties.

Definition 5 (SLF*: Enhanced SLF). We say that an �-SLF is an
(r, r′, d, e, �)-enhanced SLF, denoted by SLF*, if the domain Dpk, the range Rpk
and the domain distribution D(pk) satisfy the following properties:
– Elements of Dpk can be represented using (at most) d(λ) bits.
– For any fixed pk, the min-entropy of the distribution D(pk) is at least

H∞(D(pk)) ≥ e(λ).
– The range Rpk is a group. (We will denote the group operation by addition.)
– We can efficiently embed bit-string of length r(λ) as elements of Rpk. In par-

ticular, there are efficiently computable functions embedpk : {0, 1}r(λ) → Rpk
and unembedpk : Rpk → {0, 1}r(λ) such that for all m ∈ {0, 1}r(λ) we have

Pr[unembedpk(embedpk(m)) = m : (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ)] = 1 − negl(λ).

– We can obliviously sample uniformly random elements of Rpk. In particular,
there exists some PPT algorithm y ← sam(pk) that uses r′(λ) random bits
to sample a uniformly random values y ∈ Rpk along with a PPT algorithm
explainpk(y) such that (u, y) s≈ (u′, y′), where u ← {0, 1}r′(λ), y = sam(pk; u),
y′ ← Rpk, u′ ← explainpk(y).

We say that a scheme is a “good” SLF*, without specifying parameters, if it is
an (r, r′, d, e, �)-SLF* for some r = r(λ) with d = (1 + o(1))r, r′ = (1 + o(1))r,
e = (1 − o(1))r, and � = o(r).

5.1 SLFs from Decision Composite Residuosity
We describe a construction of a good SLF* under the Decision Composite Resid-
uosity (DCR) assumption of Paillier [44]. The construction is identical to that of
[25] and is based on the Damg̊ard-Jurik Cryptosystem [18]. We provide it here
for completeness.
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The Damg̊ard-Jurik Cryptosystem. Let N = PQ where P, Q are odd primes
such that gcd(N, ϕ(N)) = 1. We call such N admissible. When P and Q are
sufficiently large and randomly chosen, N = PQ is admissible with all but
negligible probability. The following theorem gives the structure of the group
Z

∗
Ns+1 .

Theorem 3 ([18]). For any admissible N = PQ and s < min{P, Q} the map
ψN,s : ZNs × Z

∗
N → Z

∗
Ns+1 given by ψN,s(m, r) = (1 + N)mrNs mod Ns+1 is

an isomprphism satisfying

ψN,s(m1 + m2 mod N, r1r2 mod Ns) = ψN,s(m1, r1) · ψN,s(m2, r2) mod Ns+1.

Moreover, ψN,s can be inverted in polynomial time given P, Q.

In the Damg̊ard-Jurik [18] cryptosystem, the public key is N and the secret
key is P, Q. The encryption of a message m ∈ ZNs is ψN,s(m, r) for a random
r ∈ Z

∗
N and the decryption inverts ψN,s using the secret key. The cryptosystem

is proven secure under the decision composite residuosity (DCR) assumption
stated below.

Definition 6 ([44]). The decision composite residuosity (DCR) assumption
states that for randomly chosen primes P, Q in the range [2λ−1, 2λ] and N = PQ
the distributions (N, x) and (N, y) are computatinally indistinguishable where
x ← Z

∗
N2 is uniformly random and y ← {zN mod N2 : z ∈ Z

∗
N } is a random

N -residue over Z
∗
N2 .

Intuitively the DCR assumption states that for s = 1, one cannot distinguish
between ψN,s(m, r) versus ψN,s(0, r) for a uniformly random m, r. It’s easy to
see that this implies that for any fixed m, m′ one cannot distinguish between
ψN,s(m, r) versus ψN,s(m′, r). Moreover, it turns out that the DRC assumption,
which is stated for s = 1, automatically implies security for arbitrary polyno-
mial s. The following theorem essentially states the that the Damg̊ard-Jurik
cryptosystem is semantically secure under the DCR assumption.

Theorem 4 ([18]). For any polynomial s = poly(λ), and for randomly chosen
primes P, Q in the range [2λ−1, 2λ] with N = PQ and for any values m, m′ ∈
ZNs , the distributions (N, ψN,s(m, r)) and (N, ψN,s(m′, r)) over r ← Z

∗
N are

computationally indistinguishable under the DCR assumption.

Constructing SLFs from DCR. Since ψN,s is a permutation with cryptographic
properties, we could think of setting ψN,s as the SLF. Unfortunately, it’s not
clear how to make it lossy directly. Instead, in addition to the modulus N , we
add a “ciphertext” c ∈ Z

∗
Ns+1 to the public key and define

fpk : ZNs × Z
∗
N → Z

∗
Ns+1 given by fpk(x = (m, r)) = cmψN,s(0, r)

In surjective (bijective) mode, we set c = ψN,s(1, r̂) to be an encryption of
the message 1, and we also add the randomness r̂ to the secret key. In that
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case, fpk(m, r) = cmψN,s(0, r) = ψN,s(m, r̂m · r). We can invert fpk on any
value y ∈ Z

∗
Ns+1 using the secret key, by computing ψ−1

N,s(y) = (m, r′) and
outputting x = (m, r) were r = r′/r̂m. In lossy mode, we set c = ψN,s(0, r̂) to
be a random encryption of 0. In that case, the image of the function fpk is the
set Lpk = {ψN,s(0, r′) : r′ ∈ Z

∗
N }. In other words, in lossy mode, fpk(x) only

contains ≈ log(N) bits of information about the ≈ (s + 1) log N bit value x.
We describe the construction in detail below. Let s = s(λ) be a parameter.

– (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ): Generate random λ-bit primes P, Q such that N = PQ
is admissible. Let r̂ ← Z

∗
N and set c = ψN,s(1, r̂). Output pk = (N, c), sk =

(P, Q, r̂).
– LossyGen(1λ): Generate random λ-bit primes P, Q such that N = PQ is

admissible. Let r̂ ← Z
∗
N and set c = ψN,s(0, r̂). Output pk = (N, c).

– y = fpk(x): The function fpk : Dpk → Rpk has domain Dpk = ZNs ×Z
∗
N and

range Rpk = Z
∗
Ns+1 . It is defined by fpk(x) = cmψN,s(0, r) mod Ns+1, where

x = (m, r) ∈ ZNs × Z
∗
N .

– x = (m, r) ← D(pk): samples a uniformly random value x ← Dpk.
– x ← Invtd(y): use the secret key P, Q to computr ψ−1

N,s(y) = (m, r′) and output
x = (m, r) were r = r′/r̂m.

Theorem 5. For any polynomial s = s(λ) the above construction is an (r, r′, d,
e, �)-SLF* where:

r = (s + 1)2(λ − 1), r′ = (s + 1)2λ + λ, d = (s + 1)2λ, e = (s + 1)2(λ − 1) − 1, � = 2λ

In particular, when s = ω(1) then the above construction is a good SLF*.

Proof. We begin by showing each of the SLF properties:

– Surjective Mode: When (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ) is sampled in surjective mode,
the function fpk is a bijection over Dpk ∼= Rpk and Invtd is the inverse of fpk. In
particular, the distribution of (pk, x, y) for x ← D(pk), y = fpk(x) is identical
to sampling y ← Rpk and x = Invtd(y).

– Lossy Mode: When pk ← LossyGen(1λ) is sampled in lossy mode, we have

Lpk = {fpk(x) : x ∈ Dpk} = {ψN,s(0, r′) : r′ ∈ Z
∗
N }

and therefore |Lpk| ≤ log N ≤ 2λ.
– Indistinguishability: This follows immediately from Theorem 4 with m = 0

and m′ = 1.

Next we discuss the augmented properties to show that the above SLF is also
an SLF*.

– Elements of Dpk = ZNs ×Z
∗
N can be represented using d(λ) = (s + 1)2λ bits.

– The min-entropy of the distribution D(pk), which is uniform over Dpk is
log |Dpk| ≥ (s + 1)2(λ − 1) − 1. This is because N ≥ 22(λ−1).

– The range Rpk = Z
∗
Ns+1 is a group under multiplication.
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– We can efficiently embed bit-string of length r(λ) = (s + 1)2(λ − 1) − 1 as
elements of Rpk. We do so, by simply taking the string and interpreting it
as an integer y < Ns+1 in binary. The probability of y ∈ Z

∗
Ns+1 is negligible

over the random choice of N = PQ.
– We can obliviously sample from Rpk = Z

∗
Ns+1 using r′(λ) = ((s + 1)2λ + λ)-

bits. We do so by defining sam(pk) to choose a random r′(λ)-bit integer z
and outputting y = z mod Ns+1. This is 2−λ statistically close to sampling
y ← Z

s+1
N which is statistically close to sampling y ← Z

∗
Ns+1 . The explainpk(y)

algorithm outputs a random r′(λ)-bit value z such that z = y mod Ns+1; it
does so by setting t = �2r′

/Ns+1
 and outputting z = y + v · Ns+1 where
v ← {0, . . . , t}. For any y, z = explain(y) is uniformly random over all z such
that sam(pk; z) = y.

5.2 SLFs from Learning with Errors

Lattice Preliminaries. For any integer q ≥ 2, we let Zq denote the ring of
integers modulo q. For a vector e ∈ Z

n we write ||e||∞ ≤ β if each entry ei in
e satisfies |ei| ≤ β. Similarly, for a matrix E ∈ Z

n×m
q we write ||E||∞ ≤ β if

each entry ei,j in E satisfies |ei,j | ≤ β. We say that a distribution χ over Z is
β-bounded if Pr[|x| ≤ β : x ← χ] ≤ negl(λ). By default, all vectors are assumed
to be column vectors. For integers q ≥ p ≥ 2 we define the rounding function

	·
p : Zq → Zp : x �→ �(p/q) · x�
If p divides q then the rounding function divides Zq into p intervals of size q/p

each. If q = 2k and p = 2k′ then 	x
p corresponds to outputting the k′ most
significant bits of the k-bit integer x. If x is a vector we let 	x
p denote the
component-wise rounding operation.

Learning with Errors (LWE). The learning with errors (LWE) assumption was
introduced by Regev in [48].

Definition 7 ([48]). Let n, q be integers and χ a probability distribution over
Zq, all parameterized by the security parameter λ. The (n, q, χ)-LWE assumption
says that for all polynomial m the following distributions are computationally
indistinguishable

(A,As + e) c≈ (A,ut) : A ← Z
m×n
q , s ← Z

n
q , e ← χm,u ← Z

m
q .

The work of [5] showed that the (n, q, χ)-LWE assumption above also implies
security when the secret is chosen from the error distribution χ:

(A,As + e) c≈ (A,u) : A ← Z
m×n
q , s ← χn, e ← χm,u ← Z

m
q .

The works of [10,45,48] show that the LWE assumption is as hard as (quan-
tum) solving GapSVP and SIVP under various parameter regimes. In partic-
ular, we will assume that for every q = 2poly(λ) there exists some polynomial
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n = poly(λ) and β = poly(λ) along with β-bounded distribution χ such that the
LWEn,q,χ assumption holds. We refer to the above as the LWE assumption when
we don’t specify parameters. This is known to be as hard as solving GapSVP and
(quantum) SIVP with sub-exponential approximation factors, which is believed
to be hard.

The Gadget Matrix and Preimage Sampling. Let q = Bγ be a modulus. We
define the base-B gadget matrix of dimension n as the matrix G ∈ Z

n×γn
q given

by

G = In × g =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

· · ·gt · · ·
· · ·gt · · ·

. . .
· · ·gt · · ·

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

where g = [1, B, B2, . . . , Bγ−1].

Lemma 2 (Preimage Sampling [27,42]). Let q = Bγ and n, n′ be some
parameters such that n, n′, log q are polynomial in the security parameter λ and
n ≥ λ. There exist PPT algorithms SamPre,Sam such that the following holds.
Let G ∈ Z

n×γn
q be the base-B gadget matrix of dimension n. Let A ∈ Z

n×n′
q

and let A = [A | AR + G] ∈ Z
n×m
q where m = n′ + γn and R ∈ Z

n′×γn
q with

||R||∞ ≤ β. Then:

– u ← Sam(1λ) samples u ∈ Z
m
q such that ||u||∞ ≤ m2.5βB,

– u ← SamPreA,R(v) samples u ∈ Z
m
q such that Au = v and ||u||∞ ≤ m2.5βB,

where the distribution of (u,v) is statistically close to (u′,v′) with u ←
Sam(1λ),v = Au, v′ ← Z

n
q ,u′ ← SamPreA,R(v′). Furthermore, the distribu-

tion of Sam(1λ) has min-entropy H∞(Sam(1λ)) ≥ m log B.

The above lemma follows from the works of [27,42]. Firstly, [42] shows that the
lattice Λ⊥(G) has a public basis S ∈ Z

m′×m′ with ||S||∞ ≤ B where m′ = γn.
Furthermore, this can be efficiently extended to a basis T ∈ Z

m×m for the lattice
Λ⊥(A) using knowledge of A,R, where ||T||∞ ≤ m′βB. This also shows that
the smoothing parameter of ηε(Λ⊥(A)) ≤ ||T|| ≤ m1.5βB. We define Sam(1λ) to
sample from the Discrete Gaussian DZm,s with parameter s = m2βB. Following
[27], the algorithm SamPreA,R(v) uses A,R to find the basis T and uses that
to sample from the Discrete Gaussaian t + DΛ⊥(A),s,−t where t is any solution
to At = v (which is guaranteed to exist and can be found efficiently). For u ←
Sam(1λ) the value Au is then statistically close to uniform over Z

n
q and for any

v, the distribution of u′ ← SamPreA,R(v) is exactly the conditional distribution
of u ← Sam(1λ) subject to Au = v. The probability that u ← Sam(1λ) or
u′ ← SamPreA,R(v) have norm greater than s

√
m = m2.5βB is negligible and,

for simplicity, we will modify the algorithms to never output such values. Lastly,
we rely on Lemma 2.11 in [46] and the fact that the min-entropy of the discrete
Gaussian DZm,s is greater than (s/(2ηε(Zm)))m ≥ (s/ log m)m ≥ Bm for the
min-entropy claim.
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Constructing of SLFs from LWE. Let n > n′ and B, q = Bγ , C, p be param-
eters depending on the security parameter λ and assume that p divides q. Let χ
be some β-bounded error distribution. Define m′ = γn and m = n′ + m′. Let G
be the base-B gadget matrix of dimension n over Zq.

For a public key pk = A ∈ Z
n×m
q define the function fpk : {−C, . . . , C}m →

Z
n
p via

fpk(x) = 	Ax
p .

The domain is D = {−C, . . . , C}m and the range is R = Z
n
p . We define all of

the algorithms of the SLF as follows

– (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ): Choose a random A ← Z
n×n′
q , R ← χn′×m′

,E ←
χn×m′ and set

pk = A = [A | AR + G + E]
td = (A,R,E)

– pk ← LossyGen(1λ): Choose a random A ← Z
n×n′
q , S ← Z

n′×m
q , E ← χn×m

and set
A = A · S + E

– x ← D(pk): samples a uniformly random value x ← Sam(1λ).
– x ← Invtd(y): Choose v ∈ Z

n
q uniformly at random subject to 	v
p = y

by choosing each coordinate uniformly from the appropriate interval. Let
A′ = A − [0|E] = [A | AR + G] and output x ← SamPreA′,R(v).

For concreteness, we set B = 2λ, we set γ = λ so that q = Bγ = 2λ2

and p = 2λ2−2λ. By the LWE assumption, there are some polynomials n′ =
poly(λ), β = poly(λ) and a β-bounded distribution χ so that the LWEn′,q,χ

assumption hold. We set n = n′ · λ. Lastly, we choose C = 	m2.5βB�. This
ensures that x ← Sam(1λ) outputs x such that ||x||∞ ≤ C.

Theorem 6. The above construction is an (r, r′, d, e, �)-SLF* under the LWE
assumption where

r = r′ = n log p = n(λ2 − 2λ) = λ2n(1 − o(1))

d = �m log(2C + 1)� = (n + γn)(b + O(log m + log β) = λ2n(1 + o(1)) = (1 + o(1))r

e = m log B = (n + γn)λ ≥ λ2n ≥ r

� = n′ log q ≤ (n/λ)λ2 = o(r)

In particular, it is a good SLF*.

Proof. We show each property of SLFs in turn below:

– Surjective Mode: Let (pk = A, td) ← SurGen(1λ) be some key pair sampled
in surjective mode with A = [A | AR +G+E] and let A′ = A− [ 0 | E ] =
[A | AR + G]. By Lemma 2, we have

(x,A′x) s≈ (x′,v)
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where x ← Sam(1λ), v ← Z
n
q and x′ ← SamPreA′,R(v). This implies that

(x, �Ax�p) ≡ (x,
⌈
A′x+ [ 0 | E ]x

⌋
p
)

s≈ (x′,
⌈
v+ [ 0 | E ]x′⌋

p
)

s≈ (x′, �v�p) ≡ (x′,y)

where y ← Z
n
p . Here we use the fact that Pr[	v
p = 	v + e
p] = negl(λ) where

e = [ 0 | E ]x′. This is because v is uniform over Zq and e has norm τ =
||e||∞ ≤ Cm′β = 2λ+O(log λ). Therefore the only way that 	v + e
p = 	v
p is
if some coordinate of v lies within distance τ of the boundary of an interval
of size q/p that gets rounded to the same value, but for any coordinate this
happens with probability (2τ + 1)/(q/p) = 2λ+O(log λ)/22λ = negl(λ).

– Lossy Mode: For (pk = A) ← LossyGen(1λ) we have A = AS + E. We define

Lpk =
{⌈

ASx
⌋

p
: x ∈ {−C, . . . , C}m

}
⊆

{⌈
Ay

⌋
p

: y ∈ Z
n′
q

}

which is of size |Lpk| ≤ qn′ ≤ 2�. For any x ∈ {−C, . . . , C}m = Dpk and a
random A ← LossyGen(1λ) we have

Pr
[
	Ax
p ∈ Lpk

]
≤ Pr

[⌈
ASx + Ex

⌋
p

= ⌈
ASx

⌋
p

]
≤ negl(λ)

Here, we rely on the fact that τ = ||Ex||∞ ≤ Cmβ = 2λ+O(log λ). If Sx = 0
then the above can never happen. Otherwise ASx is uniformly random over
the choice of A and the above can only happen if some some coordinate of
ASx lies within distance τ of the boundary of an interval of size q/p that
gets rounded to the same value, but for any coordinate this happens with
probability (2τ + 1)/(q/p) = 2λ+O(log λ)/22λ = negl(λ).

– Indistinguishability: We claim that the distributions of pk sampled from either
LossyGen(1λ) or SurGen(1λ) are both computationally indistinguishable from
the uniform distribution over Zn×m

q , and therefore also indistinguishable from
each other.
Firstly for (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ) we have pk = [A | AR+G+E]. By thinking
of the columns of R as LWE secrets that come from the error distribution
and A as the LWE coefficients, we get that [A,AR + E] is computationally
indistinguishable from uniform, which also shows that pk = [A,AR + E] +
[0 | G] is indistinguishable from uniform.
Second for pk ← LossyGen(1λ) we have pk = [AS + E]. By thinking of the
columns of S as LWE secrets and A as the LWE coefficients, it is immediate
that pk is computationally indistinguishable from uniform.

Next, we prove that the domain and range satisfy the enhanced properties that
make it an SLF*.

– Elements of Dpk = {−C, . . . , C}m can be represented using d = 	m log(2C +
1)� bits.

– By Lemma 2, the min-entropy of the distribution D(pk) = Sam(1λ) is at least
m log B.

– The range Rpk = Z
n
p is a group under addition (or we can interpret Rpk =

{0, 1}n(λ2−2λ) as a group under XOR).
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– We can efficiently embed bit-string of length r = n log p = n(λ2 − 2λ) as
elements of Rpk = Z

n
p .

– We can obliviously sample from Rpk = Z
n
p using r′ random bits by equating

elements of Zn
p with bit-strings of length r′ = n log p.

6 Incompressible Encodings from SLFs

We now construct incompressible encodings in the CRS model. We will show
that these encodings satisfy the stronger notion of HILL-entropic security (Def-
inition 3 from Sect. 4), which implies incompressibility by Theorem 1. Further-
more, this means that we can also use this construction to get a composable
incompressible encoding in the random oracle model using Theorem 2.

Construction. Given an (r, r′, d, e, �)-SLF*, we define the incompressible encod-
ing scheme in the CRS model as follows:

– crs = (u1, . . . , uk′) ← {0, 1}r′(λ)·k′ , where r′(λ) is the number of random bits
needed to obliviously sample from the range of the SLF and k′ = 	k/r(λ)�.

– Enccrs(1λ, m): Choose (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ). Interpret m = (m1, . . . , mk′) ∈
{0, 1}r(λ)·k′ . For i ∈ [k′], let m̂i = embedpk(mi) ∈ Rpk, yi := sam(pk; ui) ∈
Rpk and ci ← Invtd(yi + m̂i). Output c = (pk, c1, . . . , ck′).

– Deccrs( c = (pk, c1, . . . , ck′)): For i ∈ [k′], let yi := sam(pk; ui), m̂i := fpk(ci)−
yi, mi := embed−1

pk (m̂i). Output (m1, . . . , mk′).

Theorem 7. Assuming the existence of an (r, r′, d, e, �)-SLF*, the above con-
struction yields an (α, β)-HILL-Entropic encoding scheme with selective security
in the CRS model, where α(λ, k) = k′(λ)d(λ) + poly(λ), β(λ, k) = k′(λ)(e(λ) −
�(λ)) and the crs is of length t(λ, k) = k′(λ) · r′(λ) for k′(λ) = 	 k

r(λ)�. Further-
more, the encoding is locally decodable.

In particular, any good SLF* yields a good incompressible encoding that is
locally decodable and achieves either:

1. Selective security in the CRS model, where the CRS is of length t(λ, k) =
k(1 + o(1)) + poly(λ).

2. Composable security in the Random Oracle model.

Proof. We only prove the first part of the theorem and the second part (“in
particular...”) follows from Theorems 1 and 2.

The correctness of the scheme and the parameter α (length of encoding),
t (length of CRS) are clear from the construction. To show β-HILL-Entropic
security, define the procedure (crs, c) ← SimEnc(1λ, m) that, on input m =
(m1, . . . , mk′) ∈ {0, 1}r(λ)·k′ , samples crs = (u1, . . . , uk′) and c = (pk, c1, . . . , ck′)
as follows:

– Choose pk ← LossyGen(1λ).
– For i ∈ [k′], choose ci ← D(pk).
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– For i ∈ [k′], let m̂i = embedpk(mi) ∈ Rpk. Let yi = fpk(ci) − m̂i if fpk(ci) ∈
Lpk or else set yi = L − m̂i where L is some arbitrary element of Lpk. Let
ui ← explainpk(yi).

First we show that SimEnc satisfies the entropy requirements. For any fixed m,
pk, let CRS = (U1, . . . , Uk′), C = (pk, C1, . . . , Ck′) be random variables for the
output (crs, c) ← SimEnc(1λ, m). Then

H∞(C|CRS) ≥
∑

i∈[k′]

H∞(Ci|Ui) ≥ k′(λ)(e(λ) − �(λ))

where the first inequality follows from the fact that (Ci, Ui) are k′ independent
random variables, and the second inequality follows since Ui ∈ Lpk − m̂i is
supported over a set of size 2�(λ). This shows that the SimEnc satisfies the entropy
requirement.

Let m = {mλ} be any ensemble of messages of length |mλ| = k(λ).
We show that the two distributions of (crs, c) are indistinguishable for crs ←
{0, 1}t(λ,k), c ← Enccrs(1λ, m) versus (crs, c) ← SimEnc(1λ, m). We do so via a
sequence of hybrids.

Hybrid 0: This is the distribution of crs ← {0, 1}t(λ,k), c ← Enccrs(1λ, m) where
m = (m1, . . . , mk′) ∈ {0, 1}r(λ)·k′ . The values are sampled as follows:

– For i ∈ [k′], choose ui ← {0, 1}r′(λ).
– Choose (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ).
– For i ∈ [k′], let m̂i = embedpk(mi) ∈ Rpk, yi := sam(pk; ui) ∈ Rpk and

ci ← Invtd(yi + m̂i).
– Output (crs = (u1, . . . , uk′), c = (pk, c1, . . . , ck′).

Hybrid 1: Instead of choosing ui ← {0, 1}r′(λ) and setting yi := sam(pk; ui) ∈
Rpk, we now choose yi ← Rpk and set ui ← explainpk(yi). That is, hybrid 1 is
defined as follows:

– Choose (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ).
– For i ∈ [k′], choose yi ← Rpk and ui ← explainpk(yi).
– For i ∈ [k′], let m̂i = embedpk(mi) ∈ Rpk, yi := sam(pk; ui) ∈ Rpk and

ci ← Invtd(yi + m̂i).
– Output (crs = (u1, . . . , uk′), c = (pk, c1, . . . , ck′).

Hybrids 0 and 1 are statistically indistinguishable by the “oblivious sampling”
property of the range Rpk of the SLF*.

Hybrid 2: In hybrid 2, instead of choosing yi ← Rpk and setting ci ← Invtd(yi +
m̂i), we choose ci ← D(pk) at random and set yi = fpk(ci) − m̂i. That is,
hybrid 2 is defines as follows:

– Choose (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ).
– For i ∈ [k′], choose ci ← D(pk).
– For i ∈ [k′], let m̂i = embedpk(mi) ∈ Rpk, yi = fpk(ci) − m̂i and ui ←

explainpk(yi).
– Output (crs = (u1, . . . , uk′), c = (pk, c1, . . . , ck′).

Hybrids 1 and 2 are statistically indistinguishable by the requirement on the
surjective mode of the SLF*, which ensures that the two distributions on
(yi, ci) in hybrids 1 and 2 are indistinguishable.
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Hybrid 3: In hybrid 3, instead of choosing (pk, td) ← SurGen(1λ) we choose
pk ← LossyGen(1λ). Note that td is never used hybrid 2. That is, hybrid 3 is
defined as follows.

– Choose pk ← LossyGen(1λ).
– For i ∈ [k′], choose ci ← D(pk).
– For i ∈ [k′], let m̂i = embedpk(mi) ∈ Rpk, yi = fpk(ci) − m̂i and ui ←

explainpk(yi).
– Output (crs = (u1, . . . , uk′), c = (pk, c1, . . . , ck′).

Hybrids 2 and 3 are computationally indistinguishable by the indistinguisha-
bility requirement on the SLF.

Hybrid 4: In hybrid 4, if fpk(ci) /∈ Lpk we set yi = L − m̂i where L is some
arbitrary fixed element of Lpk. That is, hybrid 4 is defined as follows:

– Choose pk ← LossyGen(1λ).
– For i ∈ [k′], choose ci ← D(pk).
– For i ∈ [k′], let m̂i = embedpk(mi) ∈ Rpk. Let yi = fpk(ci) − m̂i if

fpk(ci) ∈ Lpk or else set yi = L − m̂i where L is some arbitrary element
of Lpk. Let ui ← explainpk(yi).

– For i ∈ [k′], let m̂i = embedpk(mi) ∈ Rpk, yi = fpk(ci) − m̂i and ui ←
explainpk(yi).

– Output (crs = (u1, . . . , uk′), c = (pk, c1, . . . , ck′).
Hybrids 3,4 are indistinguishable by the lossy mode property of the SLF*. In
particular, for a random pk ← LossyGen(1λ) and ci ← D(pk), the probability
that fpk(ci) /∈ Lpk is negligible.

Hybrid 4 is exactly the distribution of (crs, c) ← SimEnc(1λ, m). Therefore, we
have shown that the two target distributions in Hybrid 0 and Hybrid 4 are indeed
indistinguishable, which concludes the proof.

Corollary 1. Under either the DCR or LWE assumptions, there exist good
incompressible encodings that are locally decodable and achieve either:

1. Selective security in the CRS model, with a CRS of length t(λ, k) = k(1 +
o(1)).

2. Composable security in the Random Oracle model.

Furthermore the complexity of encoding/decoding is k · poly(λ).
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